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Abstract—When an electrohydrodynamic (EHD) pump is used as a power source to drive a
refrigerant liquid, the temperature dependence of the EHD pump characteristics needs to be
made clear but has hardly been investigated. Thus, in this research, the pump characteristics
are measured under different temperatures ranging from 3 to 45 °C using a fluorine solvent,
VertrelTM XF (C5H2F10) as a working fluid. The pressure developed by the EHD pump at a zero
flow rate increases with decreasing temperature and the slope of pressure-flow rate characteristics is steeper with lower temperature. The numerical simulation results obtained under the
assumption that the injected charge density increases with decreasing temperature agree with
experimental results and reveal the effect of fluid temperature.

I. INTRODUCTION
One of the promising applications of an electrohydrodynamic (EHD) pump is as a heat
transfer device. So far, heat transfer and thermal control devices whose working fluid is
liquid phase, liquid-vapor two-phase, or air have been developed utilizing the EHD phenomenon, [1-16]. For liquid phase application, there are microchannel cooling systems
driven by micropump integrated EHD electrodes [1], enhancement of forced convection
heat transfer in a duct with disturbance induced by EHD flow [2] and a cryogenic cooling
system of liquid nitrogen loop driven by an EHD pump [3, 4]. For two-phase applications,
there are enhancement of pool and flow boiling heat transfer with EHD interfacial force [5,
6], two-phase fluid loop driven by EHD conduction pumping [7-9], electrohydrodynamically augmented or driven heat pipe and vapor chamber [10, 11], enhancement of condensation heat transfer in tube flow and on tube external surface with EHD interfacial force
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[12, 13]. For air application, there are wheat drying by EHD flow [14] and an air cooling
system of a CPU with an EHD blower [15, 16].
When an EHD pump is used as a power source to drive a refrigerant liquid, temperature
dependence of the EHD pump characteristics needs to be made clear but has hardly been
investigated. So, this research investigated the effect of fluid temperature on the pump
characteristics using a fluid loop. The EHD flow in the pump is simulated numerically,
then the effect of fluid temperature on electrostatic pumping is explored.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. EHD pumps
A fabricated EHD pump, as shown in Fig.1 and 2, consists of tandemly arranged two
pairs of a plate electrodes placed in the center and two-square-bar electrodes mounted on
the walls in a rectangular channel 1 mm high, 5 mm wide and 16 mm long. The spacing
between the plate and square-bar electrodes is 0.2 mm. These electrodes, made of stainless
steel, are adhered to plastic parts, and the plastic parts are inserted into a plastic casing.
Two plastic tube joints with tapped and tapered holes are attached to both sides of the
casing to connect a fluid loop. These plastic parts are made of VisiJet M3 Crystal (3D
Systems, Inc.) and produced by a 3D printer. The total pump size is 33 mm long, 15 mm
high and 19 mm wide and the mass is 11.2 g.

Fig. 1. Overview of the EHD pump. Electrode is made of stainless steel and the other parts are plastic. Total mass
is 11.2 g and length × height × width is 33 mm × 15 mm × 19 mm. Length of a pair of emitter and collector parts
is 8 mm.
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Fig. 2. Side view of the EHD pump. The electrode gap between emitter and collector is 0.2 mm. Flow channel is
rectangular with a length of 8.0 mm, a height of 1.0 mm and a width of 5.0 mm. Computational domain shown
as netted area is the upper half of the channel.
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B. Fluid loop and experimental condition
The pump was inserted in a fluid loop system including a constant temperature plate and
a regulation valve as shown in Fig. 3. The constant temperature plate consists of two aluminum plates which sandwich a main tube and two tubes where coolant flows from a chiller.
A differential pressure gauge and a flowmeter were used to measure the pressure developed
by the pump and volume flow rate. Two K-type thermocouples were inserted in both sides
of the pump. These digital data were collected to a data logger every 5 s.
A DC voltage of -1.5 kV was applied to the plate electrode and the bar electrode was
grounded. The applied polarity was adopted from the result of a preliminary experiment.
The average electric field strength was 7.5 kV/mm. The pump characteristics were measured under different fluid temperatures ranging from 3 to 45 °C. The flow rate was manually controlled by the regulation valve to obtain the pressure-flow rate (P-Q) characteristics.
A fluorine solvent, VertrelTM XF (C5H2F10), was used as a working fluid.
Some physical properties of VertrelTM XF were measured under different temperature in
our laboratory. The results are listed in Table 1. Density, relative permittivity and viscosity
were measured using a vibrating density meter (KYOYO ELECTRONICS
MANUFACTURING DA-130N), a probe consisting of two concentric cylinders
(RUFUTO Model 871), and a cone-plate rotational viscometer (TOKI SANGYO RE80),
respectively. The ionic mobility was determined by Walden's rule [17]. Electric conductivity was estimated by σ = σ25 [1+α(T-25)] [18]. α is 0.02 and σ25 is in catalog obtained
from Du Pont-Mitsui Fluorochemicals Company, Ltd. C, C0, FE, Md, and Re are the nondimensional numbers that appear in the governing equations in the next section.
NUMERICAL SIMULATION
Computational domain shown as netted area in Fig. 2 is the upper half of the channel,
because the computational domain is symmetrical about the centerline of the flow channel.
The continuity equation (1) and the Navier–Stokes’ equation (2) including Coulomb's force
as the external force under a steady, laminar, and incompressible flow are solved. The

Fig. 3. Fluid loop driven by the EHD pump and measurement system. Pressure-flow rate characteristics are obtained with valve regulation.
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TABLE 1: TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND NON-DIMENSIONAL
NUMBERS OF THE WORKING FLUID, VERTRELTM XF (C2H5F10)
Density, ρ [kg/m3]
Conductivity, σ [S/m]
Relative permittivity, ε [-]
Viscosity, μ [mPa·s]
Ionic mobility, μ+ [m2/V·s]
Derivative of conductivity with
respect to electric field, γ [m/V]
Coefficient of charge injection
density, k [C/V·m2 ]
Threshold electric field strength,
Ethres [kV/mm]
C [-]
C0 [-]
FE [-]
Md [-]
Re [-]

3 °C
1,640
1.93×10-8
7.99
0.952
3.15×10-8
8.30×10-8

25 °C
1,580
3.45×10-8
6.84
0.647
4.64×10-8
8.32×10-8

45 °C
1,520
4.83×10-8
5.78
0.482
6.22×10-8
8.66×10-8

0.0680

0.0283

0.0167

0.154

0.154

0.154

0.23
0.23
6.3×104
2.9×105
81

0.11
0.33
5.8×104
5.1×105
170

0.078
0.40
5.5×104
7.5×105
290

charge conservation equation for injected charges (3) and dissociated charges (4 and 5) and
Gauss’ law (6) are solved simultaneously. Non-dimensional forms of these equations are
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Here, symbols with an asterisk are non-dimensional variables. v=(u, v) is the velocity vector, p is the pressure, E is the electric field vector, win is the density of the negative charges
injected from the negative electrode, q and w are the respective densities of the positive
and negative charges generated by dissociation, and ϕ is the electric potential. The nondimensional numbers appearing in (1-6) are listed in Table 2. br is mobility ratio of
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TABLE 2: NON-DIMENSIONAL NUMBERS IN THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS
Symbol

Expression
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positive and negative dissociation charges, C0 is non-dimensional parameter in source term
of dissociated charge conservation equation, FE is ion drift number, Md is Masuda number,
and Re is electric Reynolds number, μ+, μ- are ionic mobilities of positive and negative
dissociation charges, respectively, σ is the conductivity, L is characteristic length, ε is the
permittivity, Ve is applied voltage, Di is the diffusion coefficient of ions, ρ is the liquid
density, μ is the viscosity, and qtotal = -win + q - w. Temperature dependence of the nondimensional numbers are listed in Table 1. This model assumes that only negative charges
are injected and that they do not combine with the positive dissociation charges because
the injected negative charges are in general different from the dissociated negative charges.
It is assumed for simplicity that the ionic mobilities of the three carriers are the same. The
diffusion coefficient was calculated from Stokes-Einstein equation. F(E) is a function representing the field-enhanced dissociation effect. F(E) can be expressed approximately by
the following equation [19] and σ is represented by a linear approximation of E:

k
F E   d  
kd 0   0

2


  E  12



(7)

Here, kd is the dissociation constant, kd0 is the dissociation constant under no electric field,
σ0 is the conductivity under no electric field, and γ is the derivative of conductivity with
respect to electric field. The derivative was calculated according to Onsager’s theory [20]
and is listed in Table 1.
It is assumed that charges are injected from the spot and its vicinity of the maximum
electric field strength on the emitter electrode. Numerical simulation results of the EHD
pump characteristics and EHD flows obtained using the above assumption were compared
with experimental results and both results agreed relatively well [21, 22]. Therefore, the
present numerical simulation was conducted using the same assumption as that used in [21,
22] and the charge injection region was limited to the upper right corner of the HV elec-
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trode 0.05-mm long and high from the edge. The charge density, we, injected from an electrode can be given by
we  k Estatic  Ethres 

(8)

where k is the proportionality constant, Estatic is the mean value of the electrostatic field
strength at the charge-injection region, and Ethres is the threshold value of Estatic below which
no charge injection takes place. k is determined so that simulated pressure at a zero flow
rate is fitted to the measured one [21]. Further details of the model are presented in [23].
The boundary conditions used in the numerical simulation are listed in Table 3, where n
stands for the coordinate axis normal to the electrode surface. A parabolic velocity profile
Uin(y) was given at the inlet by assuming a developed laminar flow.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The experimental results of two cycles with valve opening/closing on 45 °C of fluid
temperature are shown in Fig. 4. The flow rate decreases, and the developed pressure increases with valve closing. The flow rate and pressure rapidly responses with changing
valve opening and reach a plateau shortly.
P-Q characteristics on each fluid temperature are shown in Fig.5. The slope of P-Q
characteristics is steeper with lower fluid temperature. The pressure developed by the EHD
pump at zero flow rate increases with decreasing temperature, on the other hand, the flow
rate at zero developed pressure increases with increasing temperature. The maximum developed pressure and flow rate were 480 Pa and 0.22 cm3/s, respectively, at 3 °C and were
330 Pa and 0.42 cm3/s (= 25 ml/min), respectively, at 45 °C. Flow rate increasing at higher
fluid temperature is a favorable characteristic for thermal control devices because the heat
TABLE 3: BOUNDARY CONDITION
Location
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Fig. 4. Time history of developed pressure and volume flow rate on 45 °C. They are regulated with a valve from
full open to close. The EHD pump could operate stably.
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Fig. 5. P-Q characteristics on each temperature condition. Continuous lines show measured results (Exp.) depicted
by least squares method. Dashed lines are simulation results (Sim.). The slope of P-Q characteristics is steeper
with lower temperature.

transfer rate increases at a high heat generation rate. Pressure at a zero flow rate with a
centrifugal pump, for example, used in mechanically pumped single-phase fluid loop
(MPFL) for an active thermal control system (ATCS) [24] is not affected by viscosity. It
is different from the characteristics of the EHD pump.
The cause that the slope of P-Q characteristics changes is attributed to the effect of viscosity. When only viscosity changed to the viscosity of 3 °C on the fluid condition of 25 °C
and 45 °C, the obtained P-Q slope was almost the same as that for 3 °C. A steeper slope at
a lower fluid temperature is because pressure loss in the pump is high.
To identify the cause of the pressure of the zero flow rate being high at low temperature,
numerical simulations were first conducted taking only the dissociation phenomena into
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consideration. Equation (3) was not solved in this simulation. The simulated charge density, velocity vector and Coulomb force vector are shown in Fig. 6. The developed pressure
at zero flow rate is 39 Pa and 100 Pa on 3 °C and 45 °C, respectively. The reason high
temperature shows high pressure is that dissociated charge density in the vicinity of the
electrode is higher on higher fluid temperature, then the high charge density developed
high Coulomb force for the right direction and induced high velocity as shown in Fig. 6.
Because the non-dimensional number, C0 is 0.23 and 0.40 at 3 °C and 45 °C, respectively,
charges generated by dissociation are greater at a higher fluid temperature. As described
above, temperature dependence of developed pressure when only dissociation is considered, shows a reverse trend against the measured one.
It is presumable that the injected charge density increases with decreasing fluid temperature, as a result, developed pressure at a zero flow rate is higher at a lower fluid temperature. In order to confirm the presumption, numerical simulations were conducted taking
both the charge injection and dissociation phenomena into consideration. The injected
charge density was determined by fitting the simulated pump pressure to the measured
pressure with a zero flow rate. The simulation results obtained under the assumption that
the injected charge density increases with decreasing temperature agreed with experimental results with relatively good accuracy, as shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 7 shows simulated
charge density and Coulomb force distribution at a zero flow rate. The Coulomb force in
the right side of emitter at 3 °C is larger than that at 45 °C, as a result, developed pressure
at 3 °C is high. In addition, the place of the zero Coulomb force line at 3 °C is more
upstream as compared to the place at 45 °C, so the force field where force is easily transmitted for the right direction is formed at 3 °C. This is attributed to the pressure increasing
at a low fluid temperature. Non-dimensional number, C is 0.23 and 0.078 at 3 °C and 45 °C,
respectively, so injected charge density, C is comparable with dissociated charge density
C0 at 3 °C. These comparable numbers lead to the formation of the Coulomb force field
which can develop high pressure downstream.

Charge density + Velocity vector

Charge density + Coulomb force vector
(a) 3 °C

Charge density + Velocity vector

Charge density + Coulomb force vector
(b) 45 °C

Fig. 6. Simulated charge density, velocity vector and Coulomb force vector in the pump at each temperature
condition when only dissociation is considered and flow rate is zero. Charge density in the vicinity of electrodes
is higher on higher fluid temperature. As a result, induced high Coulomb force leads high-speed fluid motion.
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Charge density + Coulomb force vector
(b) 45 °C

(a) 3 °C

Fig. 7 Simulated charge density and Coulomb force vector in the pump on each temperature condition when both
the charge injection and dissociation phenomena are considered and flow rate is zero. The simulated P-Q curve
is fitted by measurement results. Higher charge density at the emitter injection region on lower fluid temperature
is set in the simulation. The Coulomb force in the right side of the emitter is high and zero force line is drawn
upstream on 3 °C.

IV. CONCLUSION
This paper investigated temperature dependence of the characteristics of the EHD pump
with plate-bar electrodes, experimentally and numerically. The slope of P-Q characteristics is steeper with lower temperature, and the pressure at a zero flow rate is higher at
lower temperature. From the numerical simulation, considering injected and dissociated
charges, the reason for the latter characteristic is the temperature dependence of injected
charge density from the plate emitter electrode. It was found that the effect of fluid temperature on the pumping by dissociated charge is opposite to that by injected charge. The
results of the developed numerical model agreed with the measurement. The obtained
knowledge contributes to fluid loop for a thermal control system using an EHD pump.
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